
The Year in Film 2007
By Jim McManus

An abusive customer… he wants his steak really rare… and there's chef Catherine Zeta Jones with a raw 

piece of meat on a butcher's fork. "YOU WANT IT RARE?!" (she emphasizes by 
slamming fork and meat on the table.)  Cut to therapy… hey look, it's Bob 
Balaban talking to CZJ about anger issues… cut to the car accident.  Niece 
Abigail Breslin says "bye-bye" (crash)… now unmarried, kidless CZJ has a kid and 
babysitting issues.  The babysitter is a goth freak; boy that's both funny and likely 
– good thing sitting agencies never screen anybody.  CZJ is a world-class chef, but 
serves Miss Breslin a big fish head on a plate (oh, yeah, that's both funny and 
likely, too)… cut to Bob: "have you tried 'fish sticks'?".  CZJ: "I can't believe I'm 
paying for this."  Right with you, sister.  Oh, and somewhere in there, Bob eats 
CZJ's marvelous cooking (guessing she didn't prepare him a big fish head)… cut 
to new rival chef Aaron Eckhart… cat-fight hint, and then they work together.  
CZJ cuts a menu 60/40: "you make those dishes".  Eckhart: "your half is bigger".  Ah, menu envy (funny 
and likely!)… cheesy music, some voice-over about relationships… raining outside, Abigail Breslin says 
"Men!" disgustedly (funny and likely!)  It's soooooo cute when precocious preteens are relationship-
savvy… final cut to Aaron and CZJ alone with wine and a fireplace – uh oh, they're going to KISS – but as 
CZJ sleepily leans in, Eckhart points out she's on his sweater.  How droll.

For the uninitiated, I've just described – to the best of my recollection – the trailer for No Reservations.  
And for all of you, I now ask, "if you saw the trailer, or read what I described, why would you see the 
movie?"
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In the above, I guarantee I've seen the movie's most poignant moment – CZJ slamming the raw meat, 
every major plot point – CZJ gets anger therapy, CZJ acquires child, CZJ acquires rival, CZJ – 
reluctantly – falls in love; we've seen the humor through misplaced hyperbole (no recommended 
babysitter would read about diseases to a child, no mother would expect a child to eat a big fish head – 
these things are simply wrong, like putting a chair on a toilet or making Alberto Gonzalez Attorney 
General), we've seen the precocious child.  You know what we loved about Abigail Breslin in Little Miss 
Sunshine?  She was a child.  She was a child in every sense of the word, and delightful at it.  Who decided 
she should act?  We've seen the therapist, one of the classic clichés of modern cinema (can't figure out 
how to describe your heroine through actions and dialogue?  Send her to a shrink and then your 
audience will know.  Boooooo.)  At last, we see the meet-cute (in the form of a meet-hiss), the ice-
breaking and the "we're in love" moment ("oh, no we're not, there must be more film in the canister"). 
None of it is new.  None of it seems real.  Garry Marshall gave us this exact film in preacher-form two 
years ago (Raising Helen).  Finally, the trailer ends with Bob Balaban's pithy aphorism: "the best recipes 
are the ones you make yourself".  Super, even the cliché moral made it into the trailer.  Still want to see 
this movie?  Well I don't.  Ever. 

I hate bad trailers. 

Now here's some stuff that actually made me want to see the film.  Best trailers of the year: 

1. Superbad  – You had me at "McLovin".

2. Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix – Exactly what you want in a trailer: the hint of action, 
excitement, conflict, character and surprise without delving into any of them. 

3. The Simpsons Movie – After being introduced to the four states that border Springfield ("Ohio, 
Maine, Kentucky and Nevada"), there was a 0% chance I wouldn't see this film.

4. Knocked Up – Nothing cast, terrible title; if not for the trailer involving Seth Rogen playing fetch with 
a child, I wouldn't have bothered with this film.

5. Untitled JJ Abrams project (later Cloverfield) – Saw this in July, and it was more memorable than the 
feature itself.  Handheld camera, party, nothing special.  Then, presto, some sort of attack.  WTF?  
Ends with the Statue of Liberty's head on a side street.  I need to know what happened here.  No 
points off for lack of title.  Just adds to the mystery.  Points off for release date of 1/18/2008.  January 
is reserved for crap like Leprechaun and films trying to finesse Oscar votes.  This is obviously neither.
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IT DIDN'T SUCK AS MUCH AS I THOUGHT IT WOULD 

Several of my critics last year pointed out that last year it took me until page 11 to say anything nice. I'm 
here to rectify that by praising the un-praiseworthy right away:

Next 
Why it's worth scorn: Over half the movie, including the last forty-five minutes, is a dream sequence.
Why I didn't hate it: I giggle every time I think of the writing which invented a man who can see every 
possible scenario two minutes into the future and uses this awesome power to be a 2nd rate Vegas 
magician. 

Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End 
Why it's worth scorn: By the end of this buccaneer saga, all sense of perspective has been lost; we are 
beyond simply over-the-top action – all that is not overblown, including screen time, has been removed 
from the picture. 
Why I didn't hate it: For whatever else it was, the art direction is worth price of rental by itself. 

The Heartbreak Kid
Why it's worth scorn: It's a Farrelly brothers movie. 
Why I didn't hate it: One moment, just one.  For any guy who has ever wanted to get away with a lie, the 
"I was with businessmen" Q&A was priceless; one gets the feeling Ben Stiller could have come up with 
reasonable answers forever to back his web, nay labyrinth, of deceit.

Norbit 
Why it's worth scorn: Another thin guy in a fat suit with a script aimed at pleasing folks whose IQs rival 
spring Fahrenheit temperatures. 
Why I didn't hate it: Because compared to Tyler Perry, Eddie Murphy is Orson Welles. 

Premonition 
Why it's worth scorn: A family's tragic but chronologically challenged week is convoluted in much more 
than just plot. 
Why I didn't hate it: The script is so asinine that I became impressed that the people involved were aware 
of exactly how many and which days constituted exactly one week. 

Ghost Rider 
Why it's worth scorn: It's likely the film was made on a dare. 
Why I didn't hate it: It's likely the film was made on a dare. 
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DISHONORABLE MENTION 

Now, now, don't feel bad, films – you were all dogs, and I guarantee that thousands of people out there 
thought you were, indeed, each one of you, the worst film of the year.  Most of those people, fortunately 
for them, don't have the stomach to chance all potential crap.

It saddens me to live in a world in which Norbit, Because I Said So, Alvin and the Chipmunks, The 
Comebacks, and Georgia Rule fail to make the bottom twenty.  Sad.  Let's just call them dishonorable level 
two. 

I Now Pronounce You Chuck and Larry 
The more I think about this film, the more I hate it.  Yeah, initially it seemed amiable, if bland and 
sterile, but over time and thought it morphs into some sort of hideous Mr. Hyde chia reel.  First off, 
Chuck and Larry are NYC Firemen.  CHEAP!  Show me a greater cliché.  Show me an occupation that 
goes through less scrutiny.  Right now, Superman is lower on the heroes list than these guys.  OK, so the 
fellas are heroes and now we can tell our story free of character development, right?  Here's an intriguing 
problem – the widower of the two can't pass health benefits to his children without a life partner.  This 
has become the perfect setup for a commentary about health care – let's face it, some people (read: 
politicians, Michael Moore, etc.) don't come with grains of salt – their words need to be choked down 
with those three foot long fancy restaurant cattle prod sized pepper shakers – but here it is, the perfect 
opportunity to discuss homosexuality or health care in front of an audience who neither knows nor cares 
who Nancy Pelosi is, and director Dennis Dugan has chosen to use it to compare Kevin James's boxers 
to a pillowcase.

And then there's the homosexual lifestyle.  Ah, the classic duality: "We support gays.  Aren't gays nice?" 
is the official stance, and yet again the classic portrayal of Hollywood homosexuals prevails: once 
empowered, all homosexuals apparently behave as if there is a constant need to express their sexual 
preference through the use of leather chaps.  Isn't that true in real life?  Say, heteros, how would you like 
Britney Spears or Madonna to represent your lifestyle?  It amounts to the same.

And then there's Adam Sandler.  I find it increasingly difficult to remember I once found him funny.  
Astonishing are the lengths he won't go to for comedy.  Has this man ever put his sexual ego on the line?  
Get a load of how (for comic effect) Sandler and James relish kissing each other with the delight of your 
average Stuckey's employee told to clean out the dumpster in back.  (There is comedy in their magnet- 
like repellence, but wouldn't it have been funnier if they both got into it?)  

And don't let me forget the poster child scene for unabashed puerility: Jessica Alba or Biel stripping 
down to her underwear and requesting Adam Sandler test the goods.  You've seen the preview, I'm sure.  
So tell me, my cornucopia of lesbian readers: do your heterosexual male friends invite you over, strip 
down to their jocks and invite you to fondle the merchandise?  That sounds like a lawsuit to me.  You see 
where I'm going.  This scene attacks reality with such imagination it may as well be a cartoon – and any 
message about health care, heroism, friendship, gay rights or any other faux platitude is lost right there – 
all because you wanted to put Jessica Alba or Biel getting felt up on camera.  Thus, I salute you, the 
throng of 12-year-old boys for whom "it was worth it."
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Evan Almighty 
It has been bugging me for months as to why Evan Almighty, a retelling of biblical Noah in modern day, 
deserves a world of vitriol.  Is it that it has managed to limbo below the very low Bruce Almighty 
threshold?  Nah.  Is it the film's complete misunderstanding of human nature?  Maybe, but no.  How 
about the film's biggest guffaw – when Morgan Freeman (God) explains the biblical flood as a love story?  
Aw that God, what a card.  (What kind of "72-virgins-per-murdering-prick" interpretation… but I 
digress.)

Recently, I finally hit on what burns me here: it's the single-use disposable theology displayed.  Here's 
God.  Here are some Godly powers.  Don't ask why, it's God.  I understand the cornerstone of religion is 
belief.  Faith is to religion as publicity is to Paris Hilton.  At some point, you have to stop asking "why?" 
and pick a set of beliefs from the buffet table of otherworldliness.  I get that.  But Evan Almighty backs 
away from any serious discussion; hence, it is not a study of Christianity or theology.  So when Evan 
Almighty fails to provide explanation, it has essentially 
asked me to have faith that the movie is good without 
providing the necessary evidence.  Now I'm quite sure that 
faith voting is a necessary part of the IMDb Top-250 
system, but I'm a skeptic of this church.  Movie viewership 
is not a religion, even for me.  So I gotta know: why is 
there a second coming of Noah?  Why does Steve Carell 
have to dress and look like Noah?  Why is the use of God's 
power so feeble as presented that the one person He's 
chosen to show proof is still skeptical?  And the biggie: why 
does God care about this relatively barren corner of 
Pennsylvania?

If the answers are "for comic effect"?  Well I wasn't laughing, and neither was anybody else. 

Bee Movie 
I'm sorry, is this it?  We've been waiting how long for Jerry Seinfeld to emerge from his chrysalis for this?  
Some bright colors, some lame bee puns and that non-stop Seinfeld grate.  After the initial wonderment 
of Bee Movie ends, this film has absolutely nothing to offer.  But it goes on another 75 minutes, anyway. 

A Mighty Heart 
Finally, somebody found the courage to combine the bureaucracy of a kidnapping with the action of a 
second-trimester pregnancy.  It's sad how dull this film is, especially seeing as how it's based on actual 
events. 

It occurs to me that I've never thought much of Angelina Jolie.  There's too much smarm in her charm.  
But I'll give it up for her – her character, nay, she becomes a widow in A Mighty Heart.  There's quality in 
her performance that transcends acting.  One scene late absolutely commands the screen – she feels the 
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pain and the fear and the anger and the inhibition of a woman who has just lost her husband in most 
horrible fashion.

Good thing I woke up or I might have missed it. 

Delta Farce 
Strictly speaking – as a Hollywood actor, Larry the Cable Guy may be the most aptly named man in 
Southern California. 

Evening 
Perhaps the worst of the Hollywood gender double standards is that when a married man is in love with 
another woman, he is a two-faced lying cheat scumbag asshole, while a married woman carrying the 
torch for another man is a "mysterious creature."

So here's a tip for you ladies playing at home: if you choose to dispose like used Kleenex both the guy 
who is obsessed with you and the guy you love who's perfect for you, try not to select your husband five 
minutes later by randomly fingering a name in your best friend's wedding program.

Gee, why are your children such closet cases?  Other than "Mom didn't marry the guy she loved", I have 
no idea.

Oh, here's another tip: leave your lame story in the diary next time. 

Who's Your Caddy? 
What a fascinating idea: remake Caddyshack as a drama.  Wait… what's that? It wasn't a drama? Supposed 
to be funny? Huh… really?… never mind.

Good Luck Chuck 
Nobody's gonna convince me this film was written by an adult.   An homage to horny, shallow, 
commitment-phobes everywhere, writers Josh Stolberg and Steve Glenn actually take as given that all 
breast augmentation surgeons are perverts and all dentists are failed doctors.  It doesn't get any better. 
What kind of mind sees the humor in excessive smothering?  What kind of mind wants to set to film 

our hero buying sex from the least attractive woman on 
Earth?  I suppose the same mind that would want to 
recreate a live version of the puppet-sex scene from Team 
America: World Police.

The premise here is that Chuck (Dane Cook) is some sort 
of mystical conduit for partners to find their soulmates 
right after they have relations with him.  Graphic 
relations.  Hence, Chuck has anonymous sex with hot 
babe after hot babe (only 9s and 10s allowed here), none of 
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whom want a commitment from him (essentially, in the process, becoming prostitutes for a greater 
personal good). Wow.  Does the movie have anything to say about who would do such a thing?  Of course 
not.  Apparently, this is what all women want.  Yeah, Ok.

You might forgive it if it were funny, but I personally don't see much humor in Dane Cook looking 
pathetic in a giant penguin costume, either. 

Stomp the Yard 
In two loooooong hours, you've reduced dance to one thing – posturing.  There's no joy or love or 
freedom or sex, just showin' up the other guy, a simple combo plate of wrath and pride.  What, that's it?  
Couldn't squeeze a few more deadly sins in there?  You're just not trying.

THE WORST FILMS OF 2007 

10. Wild Hogs 
Martin Lawrence and Tim Allen are already the Lennon/McCartney of thumbs-down.  You wouldn't 
think it, but John Travolta and William H. Macy perfectly round out this Flab Four of middle aged 
dreck.  I would love to have been there for this pitch: "See, they're all BIKERS!"  I would have punched 
the pitch-man in the face.

This is not so much a bad film as a cynical reminder of how our culture has failed us.  A group of jerks 
who respond only to dollar signs packaged this thing full well knowing it would make money – but 
without a single care of artistic merit or endeavor.  At least Friday the 13th, Part Whatever, makes no 
pretense of innovation – Wild Hogs sells itself on the premise of star power/buddy movie/adventure film/
comedy, but has no claim on any of these possible redemptions.

Wild Hogs is probably most notable for the homophobic skinny dipping scene – why are these four men 
naked in a pond?  Because if they weren't, there would be no comedy!  And there's the patrolman (John  
C. McGinley), who shows up because he really does want to be naked with four other men.  Hilarious!

I hate films like this because they give credence to the idea that all comedy requires is set-up.  "Check it 
out – it's a baby who is 40 years old"  "OMFG – it's a young man disguised as your grandmother" "It's 
Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny DeVito, and they're twins!"  You guarantee an audience without 
securing any laughs.  Screw you.

9. Mr. Woodcock 
Ah yes – just when your movie doesn't resemble a sitcom enough, there's the "embarrassing public false 
accusation" scene.  You know this moment.  The hero stands and announces in front of everybody how 
his doctor, lawyer, friend, enemy, priest, taxidermist, etc. is a low-life cheating scum who killed his pet 
cat And then the cat saunters in from a hiding place.  Oh, ho, ho.  Wasn't that funny?
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I hate this scene.  When I anticipate it in a sit-com, I turn the channel.  Most every time you see this 
scene, it not only diminishes the hero; it makes false all of the "evidence gathering" scenes that preceded 
it.  It also has the side-effect of making us feel sorry for, quite often, a truly loathsome individual.  And 
with that we get to the coup de grâce of bad accusations – while Mr. Woodcock is receiving a 
community award, his future son-in-law accuses him of murder, philandering, cheating and general 
douchebaggery.  The worst part – Mr. Woodcock really is a miserable human being.  And now you've 
made us feel sorry for this prick.  Thanks, movie.

Questionable executive decisions: 

Executive #1: I want to make a movie about a sadistic jerk.

Executive #2: Why? 

Executive #3: What kind of sadistic jerk?  DMV worker?  Army Sergeant? 

E1: I'm thinking high school gym teacher 

E2: Why? 

E1: (ignores question)…  and we tell his story through a good guy, like one of his victims 

E3: Yeah, yeah…  a former victim.  A fat kid who was consistently abused by this Nazi.  But now he's 
grown up and finds this jerk is…  

E2: Running for mayor? 

E1: No. 

E2: Getting a civic award? 

E1: No.  Wait.  Maybe. 

E3: Marrying his mom. 

E1: Bingo!  Marrying the mom while getting a public award. 

E2: Why? 

E3: Yeah, yeah, and the kid can be returning home a success too. 

E1: Like he's written a best-selling book about letting go of pain, and then he finds he can't let go of this 
pain. 

E2: Why? 

E3: Comedy? 
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E1: Of course. 

E2: Who finds this funny? 

E3: Title? 

E1: Mr. Rodpenis? 

E3: Mr. Pipephallus? 

E1: No, Mr. Woodcock. 

E3: Yes. 

E2: How old are you people?  OK, OK, I give – maybe there's a Revenge of the Nerds angle here.  The 
sadistic teacher gets comeuppance, right? 

E1: No, not really. 

E2: But the kid gets even, right? 

E1: No, mostly we just embarrass him.  We'll have him give up his wussy belief system and then we get 
him to realize the asshole is the best thing for his mom. 

E2: What a terrible movie.  Who is this supposed to appeal to? 

E3: Anyone willing to see the Wayans brothers.

E2: Ah.

8. License to Wed 
(Another "embarrassing public false accusation" movie for those scoring at home – and I hope all of you 
are). 

Oh, where to go here?  So much wrong, so little time.  Robin Williams plays the Allen Funt of Pre Cana 
umpires.  Here's the likable John Krasinki, and here's the priest pushing, pushing, pushing the nice guy 
to do things he doesn't want to do.  FYI – calling your future father-in-law a pretentious, head-in-the- 
sand, throw-money-at-problems autocrat is not something you will ever live down.  Don't do it, even if 
the priest says so.  And there's Satan-in-white-collar Williams constantly pushing until the break. 

In License to Wed, fiancée Sadie Jones (Mandy Moore) asks more than once of her beau to do this or that 
"if you love me."  I kept wishing for the beau to respond "if you love me, you wouldn't make me do this."

Or watch License to Wed.  
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7. War 
Jason Statham and Jet Li in a film together and not one decent fight scene.  Sad.

6. The Condemned 
A little known, and littler seen version of Ten Little Indians in which the Indians battle one another to the 
death on pay-per-view TV.  The idea isn't a dog, but the execution sure is – especially the canned 
"society is to blame" conclusive speech.  Not since Steven Seagal's On Deadly Ground has a film sought 
with such fervor to alienate the only people willing to see it. 

5. TMNT 
After squirming through three (3) previous Ninja Turtle movies, the best I could say of the franchise is it 
couldn't possibly disappoint.  I was wrong.  There's an emptiness in this soulless digital waste that eats 
from inside.  Or maybe it's just me. 

Anyway, our heroes are older and only voiced by humans these 
days – and their vacuous story lines clearly reflect a character 
evolution: instead of impossible-to-tell-apart costumed morons 
who are seldom funny, the new quasi-introspective turtles are 
nearly-impossible-to-tell-apart cartoon morons who are  funny.  I 
guess we all grow up sometime. *Sigh* 

Few historical precedents have banked more on premise: they're 
teenage, they're mutant, they're ninjas, and they're turtles.  
There, you've seen most of these four films already.  They strike 
me more as tortoises, but what do I know?  I'm the idiot adult 
who sat through this thing. 

4. D-War (Dragon Wars) 
Just because you can make a cool CGI dragon, doesn't mean you should make a movie. 

3. Daddy's Little Girls/Why Did I Get Married? 
Upon leaving a Tyler Perry film, I feel violated.  There's no other way of putting it.  So instead of 
reviewing them, I've come up with a defense mechanism: The Tyler Perry drinking game.

• Every time Tyler Perry's name appears, take a drink. 

• Every time a scene ends with somebody pissed off, take a drink. 

• Every time Mr. Perfect acts perfect, take a drink. 

• Every time Mr. Evil or Mr. Cad acts poorly, take a drink.  (It will become obvious before long as to 
which character is Mr. Perfect and which character is Mr. Cad.) 
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• Every time a 1950s gender role is assumed by the cast ("doing dishes, cooking dinner – that's women's 
work") take a drink. 

• Every time somebody gives somebody advice, take a drink; make it a double if the advice is dubious. 

• Every time you become conscious of stage direction ("enter: children"), take a drink. 

• If you watch among strangers, and somebody hoots at a Soap Operatic moment while you stay silent, 
drink. 

• Every time a character on screen is referred to, but given no lines or direction, take a drink; if that 
character is a child, make it a double. 

• Acting that doesn't fit the dialogue?  Take a drink. 

• Every time a white person comes on screen, quickly think of the worst in-context thing that person 
can say.  If (read: When) Whitey says something repugnant, take a drink; if what Whitey says is 
actually worse than what you came up with, make it a double.

• Every time a situation calls for a cuss word and you get none, take a drink. 

• Take a drink for every reinforced homosexual stereotype. 

• Every time the word "God", "Jesus" or "faith" is used, take a drink; if said word assumes a religious 
belief that is simply accepted without question ("it's God's will"), make it a double. 

• Finally, for every genuine moment, don't drink. 

• And for every joke that lands, don't drink. 

Trust me; you'll be hammered in no time (which will considerably ease the viewing).

In the vast sea that is faith and theology, Tyler Perry is constantly filming the shore, letting the shallow 
ripples erode his sand castle plots and personalities.  Within Perry's massive ego lies a real vision, one 
that his feeble talent can't express on film – it smacks of a photonegative Pleasantvi&e in which tradition 
and appearance are all that matter and less-than-subtle bigotry runs rampant.  I've got a pretty good idea 
of what the Tyler Perry Eden looks like and I don't want any part of it.

Tyler Perry movies are no longer marketed to people who watch movies.  One can attend over 100 
movies in a year of all varieties and not see a single Tyler Perry trailer.  I'm living proof.  Tyler's handlers 
have also taken to a trick usually reserved for anticipated duds – his films aren't released to critics ahead 
of time – hence, no review.  And yet, Perry's movies grossed over $100 million in 2007.  There's 
something very eerie at work here.  It's not wrong to state there exists a multitude of people who don't 
attend mainstream film, have no respect or appreciation for critique, and attend Perry's religiously one-
sided, bigoted and very black & white movies with rabid fervor.  At the same time, movie fans aren't 
generally seeing his films.  Is this a cult? Unique appeal?  Summoning?  Preaching?  Closed to 
mainstream?  In my honest opinion, the FBI killed David Koresh for less than this.  Congratulations, 
Tyler; I used to think you were simply the ethnic reincarnation of Ed Wood.  I never considered that 
you might be dangerous.
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2. Epic Movie 
In my ideal world, there is comedy writing school.  Potential screenwriters all have to attend and pass a 
series of classes before they get to write comedy for a major studio.   There are classes on comic 
interpretation, body language, pun abuse, etc.  Seminars on "where I lost it" are taught by guys like 
Woody Allen, Mel Brooks and Eddie Murphy.  Potential writers explore thesis topics comparing "The 
Flintstones" to "The Simpsons" or the Marx Brothers to the Bowery Boys.  Students also must learn the 
history of the spit-take and the pratfall and rehearse lyrics from Gilbert and Sullivan, Tom Lehrer and 
Monty Python.  Papers are graded solely by critics who have worked in the biz since the 1970s.  Without 
a degree, you can write drama or horror, but you can't touch comedy. 

I mention this because 2007's Epic Movie has set a new low for movie parody.  It is quite clear to me 
that not a single person involved in the making of Epic Movie would pass this set of imaginary courses.  
I am left wondering if any of the writers, directors, producers or actors (including Kal Penn, for shame) 
has an understanding of that which separates something that is funny from something that is not. 

1. I Know Who Killed Me 
Perfect metaphors are rare.  Very rare.  You might go years without seeing one.  Imagine my surprise 
when Lindsay Lohan shows up on screen minus a leg and five right hand digits.  Oh my God, this is it!  
The Holy Grail of metaphors, so to speak.  The horribly mangled Lindsay Lohan exterior matches 
perfectly the sadly deteriorated interior soul of the camera-hungry vixen who took her sweetness and 
innocence and snorted it right up her nose. 

It's right there in the first shot – Lindsay is a stripper, "performing" and 
bleeding from her eight-foot long gloves.  And then a perfect juxtaposition 
– next scene she's in school and won't let her boyfriend get to first base, a 
sad reminder of the girl who so recently could co-star with a VW or make 
other girls look Mean.  It wasn't so long ago, but it feels like ages. 

Do you know what effort it takes to make Lohan's other 2007 offering, 
Georgia Rule, look reasonable by comparison?  Let me try and describe it: 

for the second time in her life, Lindsay plays twins (oops, I gave away the big secret), although this time 
one of the twins is an adult entertainer.  Come to think of it, Lindsay could have played an 11-year-old 
stripper in The Parent Trap.  I'll have to look it up.

The twins are never together because one shows up while the other is being abducted by a serial 
kidnapper/maimer.  It would be a little like The Comedy of Errors if Shakespeare had thought to include 
an iron maiden.  Most films will just hint at horrible things.  Most films will show the end product, but 
not the steps in-between.  I Know Who Ki&ed Me, however, chose to show in loving and graphic detail 
the actual tortured removal of Lindsay's fingers; it also showed her taking needle and thread and 
painstakingly attempting to sew the blackened, gangrenous digits back onto her hand.  Yes, it did. 

This film is #1 for very good reason.
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That ought to be enough, but for good measure, I Know Who Ki&ed Me also has abduction only 
unsolvable to movie cops and possibly the very worst happy ending in movie history.  Did I hate this 
film?  I did.  And I fear the metaphoric Lindsay is here to stay.

Note for all who are intrigued: you'll be sorry.  Even you horny bastards who prefer adult Lindsay to teen 
Lindsay – plenty of sickening gore, but no rack.  You may as well download her shame instead of renting 
it. 

A LITTLE BIT OF COLUMN "A", A LITTLE BIT OF COLUMN "B" 

Some themes of 2007: 
New faces?  We like 'em chalky, chunky and curly:  Funny?  Not necessarily.  Brave?  Gallant?  
Handsome?  Hygienic?  All non-sticking points.  It's Bizarro world.  In 2007, Hollywood studios gave 
starring guy-gets-girl roles in major films to these previous unknowns: 

Seth Rogen Jonah Hi& Dan Fogler

Tell the truth, before last year, did you know any of these guys? Q2: If somebody told you that any one of 
them would be asked to carry a major film in 2007, would you have believed that person? Oh, by the way, 
here are their respective cinematic conquests.

Katherine Heigl Emma Stone Ma'ie Q
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More notable perhaps, is that audiences were not turned off.  Knocked Up, Superbad and Ba&s of Fury all 
did well at the box office.  Add to this puzzle the idea that Steve Carell and Jack Black are major players 
in the romantic film genre.  What is going on?  Are the increasingly sedentary and calorie-rich American 
lifestyles starting finally to reflect themselves in our art?  Do writers no longer see themselves as Cary 
Grant, or even Hugh Grant for that matter?  And why is it just the men?  We don't care that our leading 
romantic men look average, but the women still have to be knockouts.  Hmm.  I can only see the trend, 
but have no answers.  So I ask one final question:  Has there ever been a worse time to be a Ho&ywood hunk?

The return of soundtrack style cheese: "Santa Baby" (#5 on my "worst songs EVER" list) found its 
way into two films – ironically used in P2 to highlight our heroine's plight and an unfortunate non-ironic 
use to introduce a spoiled flake in This Christmas.  We also found The Carpenters symbolizing the 
coming of evil in both Ghost Rider and 1408.  Makes sense – for years The Carpenters have represented 
evil in elevators across the land. 

Very pregnant women, absentee husbands/fathers:  Knocked Up, Waitress, Shoot 'Em Up, A Mighty 
Heart, The Brothers Solomon, Juno, August Rush.  Keri Russell did this twice?!  If I had to put my finger on  
the most consistent theme of 2007 it's that we are clearly in an age in which pregnancy and marriage are 
completely independent concepts.

Some bests: 

• My favorite line of the year: "Hey! Hey, you little forest creatures! 
None of you sons of bitches try to be heroes!" – Will Ferrell, Blades of 
Glory, while wearing this costume (right) 

• Funniest moment in a bad film: extended plane banner message 
scene, Brothers Solomon 

• Funniest animated film: 

1. The Simpsons Movie 

2. Beowulf 

• Best opening titles: Vacancy.  Film wasn't bad, either. 

• 140+ theater films seen this year; 140+ soundtracks; over 1,000 songs or musical interludes in 2007 
movies and I downloaded exactly one: "Spider-Pig".  That's right, nothing else.

Ok, that wasn't quite fair.  Much as I found both Hairspray and Once pretty bland offerings, the end-
year provided a number of good musical moments: For best musical number, I'm gonna go with 
"That's How You Know", Enchanted.  For best song, I laughed myself silly over the wicked delivery 
style and lyrics in "Let's Duet", Walk Hard: the Dewey Cox Story.  And for best soundtrack, I like Across 
the Universe, with the consistently foreboding There Wi& Be Blood a surprising second.  Just zip it, 
Hairspray; I see your hand; I have no intention of calling on you.
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• Best "OH, SHIT!" moments of the year: 

3.  So I'm alone in a wa& in an abandoned house and there's a huge guy who murders people  looking 
 for me. (Ha&oween) 

2.  Bobby Green (Joaquin Phoenix) is discovered with a wire. (We Own the Night) 

1.  And there's the transponder beeping down the hallway…  (No Country for Old Men) 

• Outfit of the year: The awesome Chinchilla Coat and matching pimp hat donned by notable fashion 
horse Denzel Washington in American Gangster. 

• Strangest thematic double: Surf's Up and Fantastic Four: Rise of the Silver 
Surfer.  (Strangest "East Bay Area" thematic double – Walk Hard: the Dewey 
Cox Story and The Kite Runner). 

• Scariest/creepiest film of the year: El Orfanato (The Orphanage) 

• Best cameos of the year: Frank Stallone, Roger Clinton and Stephen 
Baldwin, Fred Claus. 

• Best children's film of the year: Gonna go with Ratatoui&e on this on, but 
I'm not happy about it. 

Some worsts: 

• Grisliest film of the year: 30 Days of Night (followed closely by Sweeney Todd and I Know Who Ki&ed Me) 

• Worst fights of the year: 

- Jet Li v. Jason Statham, War 

-Predator v. Predator/Alien hybrid, AVPR: Alien vs Predator - Requiem 

-Big white worm v. Big slightly off-white worm, D-War 

• Worst title of the year: Disturbia (close seconds – Love in the 
Time of Cholera, The Great Debaters).  Wait a minute, what is with 
the cholera (The Painted Veil, Love in the Time of Cholera)?  Here's 
some advice – if you're ever asked about something not to 
include in a movie, #1 on the list: cholera. 

• Douchebag of the year: Billy Mitchell, The King of Kong (and a 
real life douchebag, too!) 

• Worst current movie genre: Anything involving team dancing. 
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• Worst trend at American movie theaters: the constant barrage of material encouraging National Guard 
enlistment.

• Film whose conclusion least fits the preceding action: Perfect Stranger 

Some other: 
Independent film most likely to turn you to mainstream: Margot at the Wedding.  All the Indie film 
trappings are here – home video quality cinematography, film school direction and the mysterious 
quality of being both overwritten and underwritten at the same time.  Margot felt it necessary to scale 
the entirety of the cinematic theme tree if only to leap from the top deliberately hitting every topic 
branch on the way down.  Is it about incest?  Is it about sibling rivalry?  Is it a horror film?!?  Oops, we 
forgot to add a plot.  Well, we'll keep throwing things at you until one sticks… it's reality.  Ooooooh.  
You know, my life is reality, too, but only an infinitesimal fraction of it is worth committing to film.  
Noah Baumbach & co. were lucky enough to nab Nicole Kidman for the title role and then they had her 
act… petty.  This seems to me the cinematic equivalent of securing Julia Child to prepare a meal and 
having her poach an egg.   If Margot at the Wedding came with subtitles, you'd have a Grade A example of 
why we hate the French. 

Hollywood film most likely to turn you to indies: Another year with many choices – Shrek the 
Third?  Spider-Man 3?  The Golden Compass?  No, it seems cruel to blame Nicole Kidman for creating a 
mass exodus of both groups.  Fair?  Maybe, but definitely cruel.  On this one, I'll have to go with 
National Treasure: Book of Secrets.  Treasure 2 is not just another overblown and unnecessary sequel; it is a 
testament to how low one will sink to find lowest common denominator entertainment value.  Idiot 
plot?  We have our fellows searching for a lost city of Aztec gold in South Dakota?!  Also, we have the 
secret service allowing a guy with a refrigerator-sized FBI file to kidnap the President.  Oh yeah, and this 
gem: Queen Victoria had sole knowledge of the hidden gold city and confided solely in a minor 
Confederate General.  Well, it wouldn't be the first time Victoria's Secret has caused men to act like 
morons.  We've also got random "you've heard of this" name dropping – how about the Statue of Liberty, 
Mount Rushmore and Buckingham Palace?  If you know me well, you probably know how close I was 
(we were)  to winning tickets to the NYC premiere of said film.  In retrospect, I'm quite glad not to have 
won, as very little could have stopped me from seeking director Jon Turtletaub just to say: "If my nine-
year-old had presented me with a similar piece of art, I would have patted her on the head, said 'good 
job' and resumed reading the newspaper."
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File and forget category: They weren't necessarily bad, but they certainly weren't good, and pretty 
forgettable at that:

Nancy Drew
Resident Evil: Extinction 
I Think I Love My Wife 
Underdog 
No Reservations 
Reno 911: Miami 
Spider-Man 3 
Seeker: The Dark is Rising 
Feast of Love 

Similarly, the following is a group of films I enjoyed, 
but departed the mind as soon as the credits rolled: 

The Bourne Ultimatum 
Hairspray 
Rush Hour 3 
Ocean's 13 
Mr. Magorium's Wonder Emporium 
Once 
Shrek the Third 
Death at a Funeral 
Mr. Brooks 

I hated both Good Luck Chuck and I Now Pronounce You Chuck and Larry.  I hated Evan Almighty and A 
Mighty Heart.  I also hated both War and D-War.  Hence if you strung them together to make, say, 
Chuck Mighty War – it might just be the worst film ever made.  Strangely, however, I quite enjoyed 
Charlie Wilson's War.  Go figure.
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'Cause if they didn't, we would have a movie: a series of questions inspired by I Am Legend.

• Why are the undead flesh-eaters?  It doesn't make any sense, does it?  People didn't evolve to eat raw 
flesh.  We have no taste for hair, bones, blood or raw meat; our stomachs, intestines and teeth are 
equipped to handle a potpourri of cuisine, not just one.  But a switch flips and suddenly we gotta have 

brain.  What gives?  And the all-flesh diet?  That can't possibly 
be healthy.  Even Atkins would say you've got to have a salad 
from time to time.  And what happens when it runs out?  Why 
can the undead take years of starvation without problem? 

•And why don't the undead attack each other?  Are they not 
also humanoid?  Don't we all taste the same?  Why doesn't 
exposure ever kill the undead?  (I suppose 28 Days Later sort-of 
answered that it did.) Human bodies were simply not meant to 
handle extremes of cold or HBP.

•How is it the undead are sophisticated enough to set traps, but 
they can't seem to figure out where the one guy who parades 
around in the sunshine lives? 

•Why do all the undead, male and female, look like the lead 
singer for Midnight Oil? 

I put it to you, Greg – the I Am Legend undead are a better version of humans.  They don't attack each 
other; they live stronger and heartier, they require many fewer resources, their physical capabilities are 
much greater than ours.  This is evolution – screw the Fresh Prince, go zombies!

Yes, yes, I feel all warm and fuzzy inside thanks to those Great Debaters at Wile E. Collegoty, but, 
seriously, don't you think the victory over Harvard would have been more impressive if the all-black 
school had to argue the con position on Civil Disobedience? 

So, uh… we can all appreciate a goofy Water Horse, but I personally see no need to remake either Eragon 
or Free Wi&y, let alone both at the same time. 

Transformers.  There.  I mentioned it.  Now let's move on and not speak of this unpleasantness a second 
time. 
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Leave after the opening credits: 

1. Music and Lyrics – The romance of an aging pop star (Hugh Grant) opens with an 80s-look music 
video, Wham-style, with Grant in a jumpsuit, frilly cravat and fab hair.  It's hilarious.  What follows 
is the fifth or sixth installment of Drew Barrymore's brilliant ongoing one-woman dissertation: 
"Why Sandra Bullock Should Have These Roles Instead."

2. In the short pre-film Hotel Chevalier, Natalie Portman gets naked.  After that, I found The Darjeeling 
Limited to attracting the ever dwindling collection of folks who like to see Owen Wilson explain stuff.

3. In the first five minutes, Peter Parker, and I do mean Peter Parker, is walking blithely down the 
street with flowers and an engagement ring for his sweetheart.  And who with my wondering eyes 
should appear but Li'l Green Goblin and a chip on his shoul-dear.  The B+ battle that follows serves 
as painful reminder for how the rest of Spider-Man 3 should have gone.

Did you actually name a character Joe Black?  You know there's a movie called Meet Joe Black right?  In 
which Joe Black (Brad Pitt) plays Death, right?  And you make no allusion, no reference – heck, your Joe 
Black (Delroy Lindo)  is a Deacon and a good family man.  "That seems like a good name, let's roll."  Not 
since Bruce Willis played "Thomas Hardy" in Striking Distance has character-name obliviousness struck 
such a chord.  Preston Whitmore II, maker of This Christmas, aren't you just a little embarrassed that 
your understanding of movie history doesn't pre-date 9/11?  I don't care if This Christmas were the best 
film of the year; it deserves ridicule on that count alone. 

So many bad movies out there and you're gonna pick on… ?!?  One film that's taken its share and 
more of abuse is Lions for Lambs.  Most of the critique has sounded exactly, verbatim, like this: "blah, 
blah, blah liberal bias blah, blah, blah."  Allow me to take umbrage.  First of all, you can tell by the title 
alone (and the trailer if not) that it's a left-leaning film.  Makes no bones in fact, hence the critique ought 
to address not the message itself, but the conveyance of the message.  Secondly, as a leftist smear piece, 
Lions for Lambs leaves a lot on the table.  Hawkish Senator Irving (Tom Cruise) is far too charismatic and 

passionate to be the icon of the GOP the left sees.  A true hack 
job would also include (at least) two more scenes – one in which 
Irving gets a nod from a fellow Senator saying "if you pull this 
off, we'll back you for President" and another in which noble 
reporter Meryl Streep discovers how much money Irving stands 
to gain, personally, from the US re-assault on Afghanistan as 
orchestrated by Irving. 

But the real reason attacks on Lions for Lambs  for liberal bias seem so empty is this – Bush is sti& 
President.  The United States is sti& at war.  Attacking the left for being anti-war smacks of the 
playground bully bitching that the nerd he's beating the snot out of is calling him names.  
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Are you entitled to your opinion?  Of course you are, but you might wish to save it. 

(Now, as for content) Cheesiest moment of the year: it is a shame that it happened in a well-meaning 
film, but there's no question that the potential power of Lions for Lambs was subdued by the outrageous 
and overly dramatic "poor gifted college kids rebutting their detractor peers by announcing their 
enlistments via overhead projector in a put-your-money-where-your-mouth-is" moment.  This kind of 
moment makes Shooter look like a documentary. 

Guilty pleasures: Smokin' Aces, Blades of Glory, Hitman, 1408. 

Five bad movies that will make you cry: Evening, Martian Child, Fred Clause, August Rush, The Bucket 
List.

It must be so frustrating when you think you've made a great movie and you really haven't: 
The Invisible, Across the Universe, Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End, Reign Over Me, Black Snake Moan, 
The Kite Runner, The Painted Veil. 

CLAP CLAP CLAPCLAPCLAP O-VER-RATE-ED 

There Will Be Blood 
Extremely shy on the redemption of its titular promise. 

When I become chief officer of the circumglobal petty rules enforcement division, I will institute a rule 
stating all people who give a film a "10" on IMDb are required to pre-order said film for purchase.  (If 
you loved it so much, this isn't really a burden, is it?)  Redemption is a good word for Blood to Be, 
because there's precious little of it, filmwise.  I never knew the world had so many nihilists.  This was a 
good movie and an interesting character study, but there's not nearly enough meat – let alone blood – to 
justify the bloated 158 minute run time.

American Gangster 
There's a great non-fiction book yet to be written about America's fascination with the crime 
underworld.  Do we all secretly wish we were mob bosses, stoolies and enforcers?  Or do we just like 
anybody who "sticks it to THE MAN" even if the cure is worse than the disease?  For whatever reason, 
Americans seem likelier to raise the banner for mediocre mob films than any similar quality in other 
genres.  But I'm not writing that non-fiction book either. 
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American Gangster teams recent Oscar winners Denzel Washington and Russell Crowe, so you have to 
take it seriously.  And, like The Pianist, there's nothing wrong with the pic, except we've seen it.  The 
gangsters' rise, heyday and fall… the edgy failure cop who needs to take him down…  the dirty cop rival… 
the innocent girl; I've watched this film in many forms already.  Ridley Scott already played cut and paste 
with Spartacus, and consequently we gave him an "A" for Gladiator.  Strange thing about American 
Gangster is I found Scott not just stealing from great Scorsese and Coppola films; he liberally abused 
much of New Jack City to make Gangster.  New Jack City?!  Let's avoid rewarding him this time around, 
OK? 

Waitress 
Ignorance-is-bliss contrived ending pie:  Take one abusive husband, one old codger, one charismatic 
cheater and one unsupported pregnancy.  Fold over crust.  Half-bake and remove all men.  Pretend it's 
good.  Mmmmmmmm.

The Bourne Ultimatum 
I'm sorry I even have to mention this one.  It's a popcorn flick, people.  Nothing more.  Want proof?  
OK, why did Jason Bourne come home?  What is his real name?  The film explained these things.  I 
didn't care and I'd be very surprised if you did, either.  I grow tired of the cinematic CIA acting like 
morons.  Let's leave that to the actual CIA.  In time, I will have trouble distinguishing among the 
Bourne films.  They all look and feel exactly the same to me.  Ergo, if neither of the first two was great 
film, why is this one? 

Grindhouse 
Speaking of popcorn flicks… if you are a critical member of the 
viewing public, odds are very good that you liked one and only one 
of two features (Planet Terror and Death Proof), and disliked the 
other.  How that translates into an IMDb Top-250 rating is 
beyond me.  So for clarity's sake: Grindhouse represents a very safe 
time at the theater.  These films had a few good moments and 
were presented entirely to create a smile, something they were 
occasionally successful at.  Neither film is great art.  

Robert Rodriguez had a greater visual feel in doing Spy Kids.  
Quentin Tarantino had better dialogue in Jackie Brown.  Saying either film is among the respective 
directors' best is madness.  Which did you enjoy more – the features or the fake trailers in between 
films?  Yeah, I thought so.

Sweeney Todd 
Timing is everything.  I am firmly convinced that if Sweeney Todd had been released at any other time of 
year, it would have been ignored, Oscar-wise.  On the other hand, had the studio chosen to release Todd 
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during a time when good film was scarce, like February or March or August, it would almost certainly 
have done better at the box office.  As of this writing, Sweeney Todd still hasn't yet made back its budget.

Sweeney Todd is a fairly one-dimensional brooding musical tale of bloody revenge.  Johnny Depp can sing?  
But we knew that.   Sasha Baron Cohen is adept playing a jackass?  We knew that.  Helena Bonham 
Carter can pass for rabble?  We knew that, too.  Curious to see how all the blood would have spilled in a 
stage performance… but after seeing all the award talk for Sweeney, my main thought is "Maybe I was 
too harsh on Hairspray."

Hot Fuzz 
One man's treasure is another man's Police Academy. 

Bug 
Top ways you know you're watching a play in film form: 

1. Limited number of sets.  "Action" will only occur in one or two places. 

2. Limited number of characters.  Very few extras. 

3. There's a lot of talking; plays are generally the only venue in which people will consistently talk 
themselves out of things. Situations that call for action will often be resolved with more talking. 

4. Menacing, sweet, disgruntled, amorous other colorful adjectives will only be present in gestures and 
words.  

5. Dramatic change will take place off-screen (as time has "elapsed"), i.e. a room empty for 60 minutes 
of talking will suddenly be filled with crap after one dramatic fade-out. 

6. It isn't as good as it should be. 

Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix 
Well I'll be – you can screw up a Harry Potter movie.  I didn't think it possible.  Best source material 
around, and you can still bore an audience.  Sorry I ever said anything bad about Chris Columbus – 
direction makes a huge difference in these films, and so does acting.  I'm not sure Emma Watson, Rupert 

Grint or Michael Gambon were even reading for this film.  
Their acting so little matched the action that it was hard to 
tell.  I counted three separate occasions in the theater version 
in which teen actors had finished awkwardly written, 
awkwardly delivered dialogue and the camera just hovered an 
extra five seconds as if waiting for somebody to save the scene.  
What the Hell?  Are you running out a shot-clock?  I wanted 
to call "Delay of Game".  That's bad direction; that's bad 
editing; that's bad acting; that's bad writing.  Thumbs up to 
Jason Isaacs; the rest of you, especially David Yates, go back to 
class. 
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In retrospect, it would have been hard to screw up either of the first two Harry Potters.  A limitless 
budget, a John Williams score; fantasy out the wazoo; screenplays that were paint-by-numbers true to 
the book – that many eyes watching and a hit was certain.  As the characters grew, however, their perils 
had to as well.  That's why many regard Alfonso Cuarón's Prisoner of  Azkaban as the best of the current 
five – Harry suddenly had some real specters to deal with and a brooding atmosphere to boot. I 
personally loved Mike Newell's edition (Goblet of Fire)  in which the gang found the dangers and humor 
that accompany puberty.  Goblet of Fire also, for me, introduced the first time Harry was actually in 
mortal danger.  He encounters dangers in the fourth edition that humble the first three.  There is no 
growth in Order of the Phoenix.  Simply put, the scenes in HPatOotP are neither mature enough nor 
compelling enough to overcome the fabulously bad acting within them.  There's enough here to satisfy 
fans of the books, but movie lovers will find Phoenix too long and very poorly edited.  

Into the Wild 
23–year-old Christopher McCandless (Emile Hirsch) spends three hours on screen voluntarily living the 
life of a drifter. Kinda' like Caine in Kung Fu.  It's better and prettier than it sounds.  I imagine this is 
how director Sean Penn sees himself: a solo Earth-attuned traveler constantly in search of truth and 
bliss.  Is this what happens?  You just have mild adventures and "live" until you can't open your mouth 
without spewing rhetorical wisdom?  It's almost addictive – I suppose that's the film's appeal.  Of course, 
most of us find happiness through commitment.  Our hero here finds contentment by avoiding 
commitment.  Dammit, now I'm doing it. 

While certainly indulgent, Into the Wild isn't nearly as obnoxious or preachy (the man disavowed all 
possession, society and attachment to go find himself) as it could have been.  Still, I'm pleased that Into 
the Wild 2 is unlikely to come out any time soon.

The Savages, The Diving Bell and the Butterfly: Indie flavor of the month films.  "Hey, we released 
at the right time, where's our Little Children recognition?"  Why don't you ask the The Wind that Shakes 
the Barley supporters?  I'm sure the five people who saw that film are equally as convinced as the five 
people who saw Diving Be&.  

PEOPLE 

Game time: I'm thinking of a young-ish actor, relatively obscure, but who still scored two big roles 
recently – one as a distinctive assassin recruited and trained by a secret "we don't exist" organization, the 
other as a bad guy megalomaniac thwarted by an aging action star.  Did you guess Timothy Olyphant 
(Hitman, Die Hard 4)?  Sorry, the answer is Paul Bettany (The Da Vinci Code, Firewa&).  Is this a pattern?  
Let me guess the 2008 guy: Tom Everett Scott? Ron Livingston?  No, Paul Rudd.  I'll be thoroughly 
pissed off if I don't see two Paul Rudd pics next year, one in which he matches wits with Arnie or Rambo 
while blowing up most of Indonesia and the other in which he plays a professional killer with some 
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weird religious recluse background – like he's been trained by the evil Dalai Lama to take lives as part of 
the greater good.  Go Paul; have a "killer" 2008.

Anybody else see too much Bill Paxton in Timothy Olyphant?  Makes that UPC bar code in the back of 
his Hitman head all the more disturbing… excuse me, sirs, sirs?  I've seen this actor already – could I get 
a new one? 

So what's the story with Jason Lee (Underdog, Alvin and the Chipmunks)?  "Hey, we want a CGI/Live 
Action update of a kitschy, generationally-challenged cartoon."  Why is the next step to contact Jason 
Lee?  The future of Jason?  Well, now I fully expect him to voice Hong Kong Phooey, Jabberjaw or 
Chumley the Walrus from Tennessee Tuxedo and Friends.

Memo to Meryl Streep: In October, you're pro-torture (Rendition) and less than a month later, you're 
anti-torture (Lions for Lambs).  What's up with that? 

Is there really nobody else for these parts? I: Whilst looking good in your underwear is a fantastic 
goal for a dieter; it shouldn't be strong criteria for choosing a leading lady.  It's not a surprise that I can't 
honestly tell the difference between Jessicas Alba and Biel.  Throw in Eva Mendes, Kate Beckinsale, 
Rose McGowan.  There's a ton of "pretty-but-who-cares?" actresses out there getting a ton of work.  In 
fairness, Mendes came very close to making an impression in We Own the Night.  Very close.  We've 
changed our collective look on leading men; I'm willing to give the women an overhaul, too. 

Is there really nobody else for these parts? II: James McAvoy (Atonement, Becoming Jane) must be 
having the time of his life.  "We need a leading man in his early 20s for our English drama romance – 
McAvoy again, OK, I guess."  He can smile on cue.  Yippee.

Speaking of smiling on cue, there's new star Shia LaBeouf, who scored big thrice with Transformers, Surf's 
Up and Disturbia.  Is he a star?  Can't say that I'm overwhelmed, but I will give him this – Shia is 
consistently likable on camera.  If Lindsay Lohan could find that trick again, she might still have a 
career. 

Freddie Highmore, August Rush: Are you going for autistic?  Idiot savant?  Dickensian Waif?  WTF?  
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Which brings me to Dane Cook.  Huge year for Dane (Mr. Brooks, Good Luck Chuck, Dan in Real Life); he 
has the cute & goofy thing down.  There's no question that his appeal broadly reaches all who consider 
Titanic the best movie ever made.  Problem is, Dane's double-chin is bigger than mine (hence the 
bearded look on screen) which means that his days of being a thirty-something bachelor are numbered.  
When "Creepy Uncle" Dane surfaces, I'll be very interested to see if Mr. Cook still has a career. 

Kudos: 

• Judd Apatow – The 40 Year Old Virgin did not floor me.  Seems I misread the signs.  Judd Apatow is 
now likelier to be part of a successful comedy than any other Hollywood element.  That thesis is going 
to be put to the test when Dri&bit Taylor arrives. 

• Seth Rogen, Michael Cera – I hope I never get sick of these guys.

• Ang Lee – Give it up for a man who defied the ratings board and had the courage to make a mildly 
risqué exploration in self-indulgence.  I encourage EVERYBODY out there – if any part of you fears 
that all film is turning into Failure to Launch or Fantastic Four – to please go rent Lust, Caution.  You 
don't have to watch it.  Why would you?  Just send a message that "the Wal-mart PG-only future world 
is not one of which I care to belong". 

Heavens to Teen Wolf, Too, what a year for Jason Bateman (Smokin' Aces, Juno, The Kingdom, Mr. 
Magorium's Wonder Emporium)!  How did that happen?  Don't get me wrong, I like Jason – so much so 
that I've pulled out the ole' thesaurus to make sure I adequately characterize his future roles.  Why, 
there's peeved, annoyed, irritated, irked, displeased, chagrined, bothered, aggravated, goaded, 
exasperated, upset, wound up, disappointed …  

Funny how nobody watched "Arrested Development", but we've lost little time putting the regulars into 
film.

My favorite performances of 2007: 

Javier Bardem, No Country of Old Men 

Amy Ryan, Gone Baby Gone 

William Hurt, Mr. Brooks 

Philip Seymour Hoffman, Charlie Wilson's War (but not The Savages) 

Willem Dafoe, Mr. Bean's Holiday 
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And one that will almost certainly not be overlooked:  Like Reese Witherspoon in Legally Blonde, Amy 
Adams flat-out owned Enchanted.  And everybody saw it, so there seems little to say other than get used 
to Amy's face; you're going to see it.  A lot. 

Zero for three: Hilary Swank had three attempts at a meaningful 2007 film (The Reaping, Freedom Writers, 
P.S. I Love You)  and failed on three counts.  Exposure only matters if you grab the attention of people 
who didn't already know who you are.  Hilary remains one the great anomalies of our time – she is awful 
at the commonplace and stunning at the complex; it's like acing the expert songs on Guitar Hero and 
failing at the easy level.  I can but guess that Hilary doesn't actually like the real Hilary, and is much 

more comfortable hiding inside a foreign skin.  I'm no psychologist, but 
I play one on TV. 

Speaking of 0 for 3, there's Nicolas Cage (Next, Ghost Rider, and National 
Treasure: Book of Secrets).  Boy, you say somethin' nice about a guy…  It 
used to be that even Cage's bad roles had merit (think The Weatherman); 
that seems so long ago.  Nic logged three+ hours of screen time in 2007, 
but his best moment, by far, was a ten-second clip as Fu Manchu in 
Grindhouse ("Werewolf Women of the SS" segment).  Yo, man.  No 
sellouts!

THE 2007 ALSO RANS  

The best of the rest included: 

Across the Universe 
Ok, this is nice… a bunch of Beatles covers sung by attractive 60s teens in contrived-but-appropriate 
settings.  Director Julie Taymor and co. went all out to make Beatles' lyrics into a story.  Characters 
named "Jude", "Lucy", "Sadie" and "Prudence"… betcha can't guess which Fab Four tunes are covered.  
Even non-fans will probably crack a smile when a character is introduced, literally, by coming through 
the bathroom window. 

This was nice, nothing more.  I checked my watch, wondered how much longer, and then it happened – 
the CGI kicks in; the screen erupts and becomes my favorite scene in all of 2007:  A reluctant kid shows 
up to snub the draft board when the pointing Uncle Sam poster literally comes alive singing "I want you/
I want you so bad".  The young man is corralled along with several of his ilk, stripped and each recruit 
forced through choreographed recruitment paces each with his personal Bruce Campbell-chinned 
sergeant.  The scene ends with the best Vietnam metaphor ever – the boxer-short-clad grunts tote an 
SUV-sized Statue of Liberty through a makeshift jungle set of SE Asia while singing "She's So Heavy".  
Subtle?  Hardly.  But neither was Vietnam (nor Iraq for that matter).  Even if it's not your political bag, 
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you have to admire the visionary who came up with that moment (screenplay by Dick Clement, Ian La 
Frenais and director Taymor). 

Michael Clayton 
I applaud this movie not so much for content, but for the feeling that somebody finally got the ages 
right.  Tired of Senator Tom Cruise?  How about Doctor Denise Richards?  George Clooney, Tilda 
Swinton, Sydney Pollack and Tom Wilkinson all actually look like the kind of people (veteran corporate 
legal types) that they are supposed to be.  'Bout damn time.  

Gone Baby Gone 
Damn you, Ben Affleck, for making me care.  Damn you, Casey Affleck, for actually having talent.  2007 
film likeliest to inspire a heated debate of some kind. 

Dan in Real Life 
Steve Carell and Dane Cook are the yo-yo guys of 2007 – were we good, were we bad?  (They were both). 

Live Free or Die Hard 
Most of the plot and dialogue seemed inspired by this TV show I saw called: "Stuff We Made Up to 
Scare You into Voting Republican".  Now that I think about it, that's not the name of the show.  Oh 
yeah, it's called "Fox News".  Despite that, Die Hard 4 is still a lot of fun. 

Knocked Up 
This should be lesson one in screenplay school.  "Ok people, settle down.  Now, what can you do with a 
crappy title, a flimsy two-word plot based on the crappy title and a cast with no star power?"  If you 
think about it, there really wasn't much to this movie, was there?  Thanks to the writing, however, I 
cared about everybody, including the entire supporting cast (ensemble of the year award).  Judd Apatow 
– you have created something from nothing.  Well done, indeed.

The Simpsons Movie 
Spider-Pig 

Spider-Pig 

Does whatever a Spider-Pig does 

Can he swing +om a web? 

No he can't; he's a pig 

Look out!  

He is a Spider-Pig 
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Zodiac 

Walk Hard: The Dewey Cox Story 

Atonement 
I'm not putting it any higher; don't try and make me.  Yes, it was thoughtful and epic with some 
memorable images, but I could say quite truthfully the exact same things of Pirates of the Caribbean: At 
World's End.  For me, it didn't even make the also-ran gang until Vanessa Redgrave showed up. 

The King of Kong: A Fistful of Quarters 
In retrospect, it seems unbelievable that "South Park" would choose to pay homage to a relatively 
obscure documentary about video game mastery.  A toast to the ten of us, world-wide, who got the in- 
joke!

Stardust 
Pick two fantasy tales.  Both inspired by cult-favorite YA authors (Neil Gaiman, Philip Pullman).  Both 
describe parallel universe type events.  Both with a hero on a quest.  Both aided by some sort of 
eccentric sky pirate.  WTF?  One got hyped out the wazoo.  I picture the scene between two modern 
cavemen:

Fred, out walking the dog, passes neighbor Barney. 

Barney: Hey Fred, I just heard the Red Sox won the World Series. 

Fred: No kidding?  So much for the curse. 

Barney: Yeah, there's a new James Bond, too.  

Fred: No more Roger Moore, huh? 

Barney: Yeah, it's somebody named "Daniel Craig". 

Fred: How'd you find that out? 

Barney: It's in this leaflet for a talkie called The Golden Compass. 

One didn't get so much hype.  That's the one you want to see.  Stardust bests The Golden Compass in 
several key areas, which unfortunately isn't saying much.  But if you're willing to see the one, please see 
the other. 
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THE BEST MOVIES OF 2007 

10.  Eastern Promises 
Someday, Viggo Mortensen is gonna get his due.  In the mean time, however, I don't really need to see 
more naked man fights. 

9.  Sicko 
There's a point at which you know you're watching propaganda.  "Hey, there it is!"  There is simply no 
way Cuba's health care system is that good.  No freaking way.  But you step back and say "propaganda or 
not, this actually happened."  That's right – 9/11 rescue workers denied medical coverage by United 
States health care systems actually did go to Cuba and received quality cheap medical care there.  Was it 
a trick?  Was it a Castro thumbing his nose at the US thing?  Of course it was.  But it happened, and it's 
exactly the kind of propaganda the United States hasn't seen in years.  We used to be the country that 
cared about looking good.  Strength and compassion – that was US.  And if you ask me, the Cuba scene 
was by far the weakest in a most entertaining "documentary" about how health care is screwed up in our 
land of strength and compassion.  It's a shame this material was presented by Michael Moore; his ideas 
have an ugly way of backfiring: 

1989, Roger and Me 

Moore's thesis: GM and particularly Chairman Roger Smith done wronged their employees and the people 
of Flint, MI. 

Short term reaction: Pro-big business pundits go blue in the face ranting about Moore's manipulation and 
misrepresentation of fact without making any real dent in his thesis. 

Long term reaction: CEOs countrywide realize how much they've been coddling employees.  The salary 
difference between top dog and average worker skyrockets in major US companies over the next two 
decades. 

2002, Bowling for Columbine 

Moore's thesis: The United States has a serious problem with gun-inspired violence and there ain't a single 
person from the Prez to Charlton Heston who is helping the situation. 

Short term reaction: Second Amendment fans go blue in the face ranting about Moore's manipulation and 
misrepresentation of fact without making any real dent in his thesis. 

Long term reaction: The NRA rallies to back pro-gun laws which aren't being threatened.  "Columbine" 
repeats itself, most notably at Virginia Tech.
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2004, Fahrenheit 9/11 

Moore's thesis: The rush to war in Iraq was inspired much more by political and economic opportunism 
than any sense of justice or even vengeance. 

Short term reaction: Neocon bloggers go blue in the face ranting about Moore's manipulation and 
misrepresentation of fact without making any real dent in his thesis. 

Long term reaction: Makes an icon of blowhards like Ann Coulter, who effectively convey to America how 
important it is to hate people who care about stuff. 

2007, Sicko  

Moore's thesis: America's health care system is awful, especially when compared with the health care 
systems in similar countries.

Short term reaction: Antisocialism Chicken Littles go blue in the face ranting about Moore's manipulation 
and misrepresentation of fact without making any real dent in his thesis.

Long term reaction: We'll see, huh?  Shame these things don't seem to head in the correct direction 
because I don't know a single unbiased soul in The United States who thinks the present system is doing 
fine. 

8.  3:10 to Yuma 
Here's my impression of every single Western ever made – 

Long dramatic music intro, cinematographic masturbation. 
(random shooting; random screaming, random riding off) 

(Cowtown exterior scene) 

Random flunkee: Where's the Sheriff? 

Random flunkee #2: He's over there, but you better not disturb him. 

Original flunkee: Why? 

Extra crispy flunkee: 'Cause that makes him mad. 

Hirsute flunkee: You reckon? 

(Interior scene) 

Greenhorn flunkee: Sheriff !  Sheriff ! 

Sheriff Lone Wolf "Rooster" McQuigley: Who disturbs my slumber? 

Bad sme&ing flunkee: Those guys just shot your mom, raped your cattle, sold your kids, hanged your dog, 
            licked your stamps and sold you aluminum siding!
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Hirsute flunkee: Are you gonna get those guys? 

McQuigley: I reckon.  (dramatic music) 

(3 hours later) 

Dying hirsute flunkee: Uuuuuuuuuuhhhhh. 

Remaining wounded flunkee: You did it, Sheriff ! 

McQuigley: I reckon. 

(End credits)

Not that 3:10 to Yuma doesn't necessarily break from the same pattern, but it is quite refreshing to see a 
Western in which the action and conversations are not paint-by-numbers.  Especially poignant is a scene 
late in the film in which good guy Dan Evans (Christian Bale) actually reasons his way out of his personal 
deal-with-the-Devil offer.  Director James Mangold may not get the Walk the Line accolades he got back 
in 2005, but this is a far superior film.

7.  Shoot 'Em Up 
Think: Crank, 2007.  A non-stop film so filled with such hyperbole and silly violence that only the most 
jaded among us won't smile. 

Example: Five minutes in and already the hero, Smith (Clive Owen), meets the villain, Hertz (Paul 
Giamatti).  A skirmish later and Owen is being chased onto an autoshop roof with eight foot tall letters 
reading: FAULK TRUCK AND TOOL.  Several key shots later, the action stops and the camera pans 
out to show the letters remaining aglow: "F U K    U" (implying Smith's message to Hertz).  Not to be 
outdone, Hertz shoots out the L in "Tool" for his pan-out reply.

If that didn't grab you, don't bother with this one; the entire film is not unlike that moment. 

6 .  Superbad 
This is precisely the film Dazed and Confused should have been. 

5.  300 
Have you ever loved a film that made you sick to your stomach?  Next time I hear some jackass spout off 
about "Liberal Lefty Hollywood", I think I'm gonna send him/her a link to 300, a film that with every 
brilliant, pro-war, neocon, paranoid, Persians-are-evil shot practically screams "Do you see what we're up 
against?"  And how about our heroes, the 300 men who stood alone against the Persian hordes?  The 
men we follow are painted in such powerful strokes of bravery and selfless loyalty they may as well have 
been named Patraeus, Wolfowitus and Cheneas.  Funny how the waffling politicians are painted as weak, 
self-interested jerks; funny how the Persians are portrayed as hedonistic brutes; funny how Persian 
leader Xerxes himself is practically de-closeted; funny how the deformed Spartan wanna-be – the warrior 
who doesn't fit the demographic – gets turned aside so easily.  I wonder if this is how GOP wives, blacks 
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and gays feel: "You really want to help?  Here's a pom-pom."  And see how easily the denied warrior 
turns to aid the enemy – gee, what are you trying to say here?  This is the neocon film of neocon films; 
there is no doubt in my mind that said film will eventually become a tool for recruiting and/or inspiring 
young soldiers.   Can't say I'm pleased about that.

And yet, 300 is guy-type awesome.  The gorgeous comic-book like (it's a graphic novel adaptation) 
cinematography highlights fantastic battle scene after fantastic battle scene.  Anyone with an ounce of 
testosterone and a feel for the underdog should love 300.  Were it not so politically one-sided, this might 
have made my #1 film of the year.

4.  Charlie Wilson's War 
Smartest film of the year.  Aaron Sorkin's screenplay has a wonderful way of encapsulating complex 
Middle East issues (specifically here, the puzzle of Afghanistan) without dumbing down the material or 
making you feel like a moron.  And, hence, we feel like Representative Charlie Wilson himself – a little 
guy making a big splash for no reason other than it seems right.  And that's exactly the point.

3.  No Country for Old Men 
I dare you, dare you, dare you not to be riveted.  From 
the first plot point to conclusion, this is the edge-of-
your-seat thriller of the year.  Lots of good people doing 
good things here (Coen brothers, Tommy Lee Jones, Josh 
Brolin – Brolin and Jones second 2007 teaming was 
much better than the first – Woody Harrelson, Kelly 
Macdonald, etc.), but Javier Bardem steals the show as 
the best and scariest screen villain since Hannibal Lecter.  

No Country might, too, have been my #1 if not for a 
most anticlimactic death towards the end.  For those 
who've seen No Country, you know of which I speak.  For its defenders: I don't really care if this death 
fits the theme of unpredictability and the thesis of uncontrollable violence pushing decent folk into 
submission – I still wanted a better death scene.

2.  The Kingdom 
I know, I know.  The trailer blew.  Give it a chance anyway.  The Kingdom is a thought piece disguised as 
a thriller.  A bombing at a U.S. base in Saudi Arabia triggers an investigation.  But the very small (four 
person) U.S. team allowed to investigate finds the Saudis are far more interested in blasphemy, control 
and the perception of power than justice.  And, of course, how different are we?  Suppose in the last 
sentence I substitute the word "money" for "blasphemy"?  Perhaps the Saudis are simply better at 
ignoring the pretense. 

But I digress.  The US team, nicely comprised of Jamie Foxx, Jason Batemen, Jennifer Garner and Chris 
Cooper, actually has to play politics just to visit the crime scene.  That's clearly a difference in US favor.  
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Pretense of crime solution beats "I'd rather the crime went unsolved than Allah be shamed" any day of 
the week.  The Kingdom is as much about the game of this political discourse and the uneasiness 
between these national "allies" as it is about bringing in the bad guy.  Give Peter Berg credit: it is a rare 
film that can entertain and convey a message at the same time.  

And what a message!  Just when you figure the movie has wrapped for a cheesy anticlimax, the real stuff 
comes with the bang of a whisper, and a reminder as to why the cycle always repeats.  If you see The 
Kingdom, do yourself a favor and watch until the credits roll.

1.  Juno 
Usually women don't announce their water has broken with: "Thundercats are GOOO!"

There must be dozens of ways to screw up a teen pregnancy movie, and Juno misses every one of them. 
It hints at the callousness of abortion; it hints at the naïve self-righteousness of pro-lifers.  Teen 
pregnancy isn't really about either of those things, nor should it be necessarily.  That's right, you can 
simply repeat "abstinence" over and over again and teens won't get pregnant.  That's working, isn't it?  
Teen pregnancy is not a good situation and the movie knows that.  And just as the film has to tread 
carefully to avoid alienation, so must our heroine, Juno, remarkably played by Ellen Page.  At the same 
time, it is possible that Diablo Cody (if that is, in fact, your real name) has made the funniest film of the 
year.  There is much humor in teen pregnancy.  There has to be – and *poof* a discovered message – why 
is teen pregnancy such a tragedy?  Because it naturally comes with the ugliness of alienation.  How can it 
not be a tragedy?  Keep your family and friends close, because you'll need them to get through this.    

Juno is a must see for parents and their teens together.  Kid – don't 
have unprotected sex, it comes with many unfavorable 
consequences.  Parents – don't hate your child.  You're in this 
together.  You don't have to be at odds just because you disagree.  I 
have a daughter approaching her teen years; it is very easy to see 
the Juno in her.  It would be cool if her parents turned out anything 
like stepmom (Alison Janney) and dad (J.K. Simmons).  When's the 
last time parents got a fair shake in a teen film?

It occurs to me I've talked more here about the situation than the 
film – that's a mistake.   is a must see because it's a great film – a 
great and funny film that sympathizes deeply with everyone's 
point-of- view.  There aren't villains in teen pregnancy; there are 
poor choices.

Good gravy, it just occurred to me that both Jennifer Garner and 
Jason Bateman had quality roles in my #1 and #2 films.  I'd be 
willing to bet big that neither makes an appearance in a top-two 
film of mine ever again.  
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THE GLIB SECTION 

I Now Pronounce this a 1-star film 

Alpha Dog, Beta Movie 

B Movie 

Awake for the previews 

This Christmas, ask Santa for an editor 

Music and Lyrics in B-flat 

Alvin and the Chipmunks: Shouldn't it be "Dave and the Chipmunks"?  Is Huey Lewis a member of "the 
News"?  Is Bruce Springsteen part of the "E Street Band"? I truly don't know the answer to these 
questions.  Maybe it's just semantics, but Alvin is a chipmunk; it makes no sense to me that "the 
Chipmunks" be a separate entity – I sure can't tell them apart musically anyway.   

There Wi& Be Blood: Hey, that's my favorite Madness song – There Must be Blood, Blood, Blood. 

Transformers: After the film ended, the reel changed itself into exactly two stars 

In the Land of Women the movies still suck, but fewer involve kickboxing 

Ha&oween: rats, a trick 

The Mist: Missed 

Margot at the Wedding, audience at the wet bar 

Premonition: I have a feeling this is gonna suck 

Pirates of the Caribbean: At Patience End 

Shrek the Turd 

Vacancy: Leaves room for improvement 

I Know Who Ki&ed Me: Hed O'Nism 

Why did it blow?  Because I Said So. 

Codename: The Cleaner: Really?  What a coincidence.  My codename is "The Cleaner Sucks Ass". 

The Darjeeling, Limited in oh, so many ways 

P.S., I Love You: P.P.S. We're out of bread, milk and contrived schlock 

Are you not entertained? 
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2007 in a nutshell (apologies to my European friends, I haven't yet converted to metric ratings) 

4 stars: 1 (Juno)

3.5 stars: 14 

3 stars: 35 

2.5 stars: 42 

2.3 stars: 1 (The Number 23) 

2 stars: 28 

1.5 stars: 12 

1 star: 5 

0.5 stars: 3 

0 stars: 1 (I Know Who Ki&ed Me) 

Theaters abused: 

Jack London, Oakland: 73 movies 

Grand Lake, Oakland; 21 

Century 14, Walnut Creek: 16 

Fourteen other theaters: 1 to 4 apiece 

See you next year, 

Jim
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